This unity conceals two narratives marked only obliquely in the poem. The first, described in the epigraph as the 'accident' which prevents the poet from walking with his friend, alludes to Coleridge's wife Sara, who, as is well known, was responsible for laming the poet by spilling scalding milk on his foot. The second, the 'strange calamity' referred to in line 32 which befell Coleridge's friend, Charles, draws Charles' sister, Mary Lamb, and her murder of their mother under the purview of the text.2 In this essay, I examine the role these narratives play as the explanatory myths on which Coleridge builds the aesthetic unity of the poem. Far from offering a comfortable psychological space in an afterglow of sublime experience that most readings of 'This Lime-Tree Bower' suggest, these narratives qualify the proffered sublime solution and its idealized relation to human experience, providing an alternative view of the nature of sublimity in Coleridge's early poems.
The disconnection between the two unsettling narratives and Coleridge's poetic effusion on a masculine friendship invites us to examine the aesthetic codes within which the effusion is couched, since, like Shelley's dying flame which is nourished by darkness, sublime radiance in this poem feeds upon disturbing shadows. Indeed, the material conditions underlying the poem are played out in Coleridge's deployment of aesthetic codes. This aesthetic coding will be my subject in the second part of this essay. First, I consider the background to Coleridge's poem in two incidents of domestic tragedy and violation.
Coleridge's reference in his epigraph to the 'accident which disabled him from walking' with his friends 'during the whole time While colour, even as it makes sublime experience possible, grounds the poem in the picturesque, the figure of Charles with his face to the sun's glory turns the poem away from pictorial conventions towards the sublime. Mythopoetic formation acts here in concert with dissolution. Constrained by lameness and absence, the poet's gaze extends beyond the confines of his bower to place Charles in a vision of landscape which is governed by the picturesque; the radiance of the sun, meanwhile, dissolves particularity so that form becomes 'less gross than bodily' -'Silent with swimming sense' (11. 41, 39). The poet's male counterpart, who with himself and the Almighty Spirit' form a kind of trinity, is characterized by a condition of borderlessness; transgression and violation are thus circumscribed and delimited, safely confined to the feminine, while the formative activity of the gaze is saved for a masculine agent.
The relationship between formation and dissolution established through the poet's focus on the figure of Charles is suggestively reinforced in the concluding lines of the poem which refer to the sun as 'the mighty Orb's dilated glory' casting its gaze over the whole scene, over both the wide, colour-strewn landscape and the poet's imprisoning bower. 
